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Your Solar Panels



Your solar panels
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Your solar panels

This label                
on the back             

of your panels      
has all the 

information            
needed to          

draw an                    
I-V curve.

* 1000 volts direct current is the biggest system within which these panels can be used 
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*



Solar panel output is measured by the manufacturer 
under Standard Test Conditions (STC)1,000 watts of 

irradiance/sunlight per square meter.

Pmax - max power - Vmp x Imp - knee of the curve -
point at which the largest rectangle can be contained
Voc - open circuit voltage - horizontal axis
Isc - short circuit current - vertical axis
Vmp - max power voltage  
Imp - max power current

The I-V curve of solar panels 
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21.60 Volts

I-V curve drawn from the label 

6.32 Amps
17.40 Volts

5.75 Amps

17.40 Volts x 5.75 Amps = 100.05 Watts, Watts Law.
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The more sunlight falling on a panel, 
watts per sq. meter, the more amperage

 I-V Curve Irradiance
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The colder, the more voltage

 I-V Curve Temperature
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You can choose whether 
to put your two 100 Watt panels together

in parallel for more amps 
or in series for more voltage….
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For our 12 volt system 
wire in parallel to double amps

 Output
200 watts ÷17 volts =12 amps
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red is positive black is negative
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Wiring your solar 
panels with MC4

combiners

         
                         



Wiring in parallel

 Two positives               
going to                           

one MC4.
                      Two 

negatives                   
going to                            

the other.
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Solar Panel Mounts (up to you)
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Roof Mount
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Ground Mount
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Now what is inside?
Controller

Battery
DC Charging Outlets

Inverter
Circuit Breakers

Refrigerator
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DC Charging 
Outlet
   

110 Amp Hour
Battery

1500 Watt 
Inverter

               
30 Amp 
Controller            

            4 Circuit 
Breakers

DC 
Refrigerator
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Your Solar Charge Controller



The purpose of a solar charge controller 
is to keep your deep cycle batteries 

properly fed and safe for the long term.

The basic functions of a controller 
are quite simple. 

A charge controller blocks reverse current, 
prevents battery overcharge, 

and protects battery from DC overload.

Your Solar Controller
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Wiring up your solar controller

With Circuit Breakers off…
1. Connect the Battery

2. Connect the Solar Panels
3. Connect the DC Load                                                         

4. Connect the Battery Temperature Sensor                     
an optional feature that will be explained when you wire up your systems
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The Main Interface displays
the current state of the Load, 

PV charging, Load discharging, battery capacity, 
and overall system working condition.

Your solar controller’s
liquid crystal display (LCD) 
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Main interface
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 LCD symbols 
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Your solar controller’s
liquid crystal display (LCD) 

And there are 9 more interfaces.
Each contains different information.
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Main screen

Battery 
temperature

 
PV Amps

Load Amps

Total Amp/Hours 
produced

can be reset
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Total Amp/Hours 
used

can be reset

Low Voltage 
disconnect setting

 
Reconnect when 

Voltage gets back up

Over Voltage
 disconnect

Load
 timing setting
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Your Battery



*AGM has very low internal resistance,
 is capable to deliver high currents on demand 

and offers a relatively long service life, 
even when deep cycled. 

The sulfuric acid is absorbed by a very fine fiberglass mat, 
making the battery spill-proof.

AGM is maintenance free, provides good electrical reliability 
and is lighter than the flooded lead acid (FLA) type. 

Your battery
12 Volt Battery
110 Amp/ Hour 
Absorbent Glass Mat (AGM)*
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Voltage reading 
on your controller
indicates 
how much charge 
your battery has.
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Your AC and DC
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Your
DC 
Solar
Outlets
and 
Hook-up

Your AC Solar Inverter
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Your
 DC 

Solar
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12V

USB 

DC 
outlets
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Your AC Inverter



Your Solar Inverter

Your solar panels produce DC.
 You need an inverter to make DC into AC.
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An Inverter          
converts 12V DC 
power from your 
battery into into 

120V AC power.
Volts go up x 10

Amps go down x 10
Watts law. 

Most appliances  
use AC
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Your inverter input

The VertaMax has two DC terminals to 
connect to the battery. 

When connected, positive must connect 
to positive (red to red), negative connect 

to negative (black to black)
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Your inverter output

From the AC Output end of the inverter,                                                                                            
switch the rocker power switch to the ON position.                                                                      

The green power indicator will light and the VertaMax will now deliver                                             
AC power to the outlet(s). 

 Plug the AC product(s) you wish to operate into the AC outlet(s)                                               
and switch them on, one at a time. 
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Pure sine wave 
inverters use 
sophisticated 

technology to protect 
sensitive electronics         
such as televisions,    

laptops, digital 
microwaves, 

refrigerators, and 
inductive type loads.
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 Your solar inverter is a 
pure sine wave inverter



Please read these safety warnings
from the manual

The VertaMax produces the same potentially lethal AC power as normal 
household outlets.Treat it with the same precautions as a normal 115 VAC outlet. 

Do not operate the VertaMax near flammable fumes or gases,                         
such as in the cabin of a gasoline powerboat, or near propane tanks. 

Never work or service the AC wiring                                                              
without disconnecting the DC Input connections. 

Do not connect or disconnect batteries                                                                  
while the Inverter is operating from the battery supply.                                

Dangerous arcing may result. 
Although the inverter has over-voltage protection,                                                   

the input voltage should never exceed 15V.                                                           
Input voltages of 16VDC or more will permanently damage the inverter. 

Due to high voltages inside the inverter,                                                                    
the inverter should never be opened when in use. 
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Circuit Breakers
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40A 40A 16A

150A

10A
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A circuit breaker opens a circuit as soon as 
Current (I) climbs to unsafe levels.
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wired to controller

Circuit Breakers

USB 

12V

12V
USB 5V
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At last! Your DC Solar Refrigerator.
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in 
hotter 
places

in 
our 
area
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in our area
 the phocos 

refrigerator uses 
about 108wh

 per day
in fridge mode
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Your Refrigerator
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Not at Gallup Solar



Off-Grid
Solar Controller

Inverter
IV Curve

Pmax
VOC
ISC
VMP
IMP

Open Circuit
Short Circuit

Standard Test Conditions

Irradiance
MC4s

Roof Mount
Ground Mount

Circuit Breakers Reverse 
Current

Deep Cycle
Liquid Crystal Display

Load
AGM Battery
FLA Battery
Sine Wave

Terms for Discussion
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